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MaxPB: Accelerating PCM Write by Maximizing the Power
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Phase Change Memory (PCM) is one of the promising memory technologies but suffers from some critical
problems such as poor write performance and high write energy consumption. Due to the high write energy
consumption and limited power supply, the size of concurrent bit-write is restricted inside one PCM chip.
Typically, the size of concurrent bit-write is much less than the cache line size and it is normal that many
serially executed write units are consumed to write down the data block to PCM when using it as the main
memory. Existing state-of-the-art PCM write schemes, such as FNW (Flip-N-Write) and two-stage-write,
address the problem of poor performance by improving the write parallelism under the power constraints.
The parallelism is obtained via reducing the data amount and leveraging power as well as time asymme-
tries, respectively. However, due to the extremely pessimistic assumptions of current utilization (FNW) and
optimistic assumptions of asymmetries (two-stage-write), these schemes fail to maximize the power supply
utilization and hence improve the write parallelism.

In this article, we propose a novel PCM write scheme, called MaxPB (Maximize the Power Budget utiliza-
tion) to maximize the power budget utilization with minimum changes about the circuits design. MaxPB is a
“think before acting” method. The main idea of MaxPB is to monitor the actual power needs of all data units
first and then effectively package them into the least number of write units under the power constraints.
Experimental results show the efficiency and performance improvements on MaxPB. For example, four-
core PARSEC and SPEC experimental results show that MaxPB gets 32.0% and 20.3% more read latency
reduction, 26.5% and 16.1% more write latency reduction, 24.3% and 15.6% more running time decrease,
1.32× and 0.92× more speedup, as well as 30.6% and 18.4% more energy consumption reduction on average
compared with the state-of-the-art FNW and two-stage-write write schemes, respectively.

CCS Concepts: � Information systems → Phase change memory; � Computer systems organiza-
tion → Architectures; � Hardware → Emerging technologies;
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phase Change Memory (PCM) has received extensive attention from institutes and
companies for its better scalability and lower leakage-power consumption compared
with traditional DRAM technology [Lee et al. 2010a, 2010c; Wong et al. 2010; Roadmap
2013; Raoux et al. 2008]. However, PCM has many shortcomings that need solving, such
as high write latency [Lee et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2009; Qureshi et al. 2009b; Jiang
et al. 2012b; Li et al. 2016a, 2016b] and limited write endurance [Qureshi et al. 2009a;
Seong et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2013]. Power restriction is the key
bottleneck of the write performance. Due to the high write energy consumption and
huge power noise in narrow space, the size of write unit is strictly restricted. The size
of write unit refers to the size of concurrent bit-write to the PCM array. The typical
sizes of write units are strictly limited to 4, 8, and 16 bits, and even only 2 bits under
the worst current supply circumstance [Kang et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2008; Cho and Lee
2009; Yue and Zhu 2012, 2013a, 2013b; Li et al. 2016a, 2016b]. If PCM serves as the
main memory, the write limitations lead to long write latency. As a result, long write
latency causes significant delays of more critical read requests [Zhao et al. 2014] and it
also takes time for memory bus to do the read and write switching [Lee et al. 2010b]. If
there are a number of read or write requests within a memory bank, the interference
caused by write requests could be worse. In short, long write latency restricts service
parallelism and causes huge performance degradation.

In order to improve the memory system’s performance, Last-Level Cache (LLC) is
widely used to cache time-hungry write requests [Du et al. 2013a]. However, the size
of LLC is strictly restricted due to energy consumption and cost considerations. Write-
backs to PCM-based main memory still delay the critical read requests and cause
system performance degradation [Zhou et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013]. Typically, write
unit is much smaller than cache line. Due to the mismatching of the write unit’s size
and cache line’s size, the write operations can only be finished with many successive
operated write units, which results in high cache line write service time. For example,
a 64-byte cache line block should be written back to the main memory in a typical mem-
ory system but only (16 × 4) bits can be written one time with four PCM chips making
up the 64-bit data bus. Due to the restrictions caused by the power supply, it consumes
(64 × 8)/(16 × 4) = 8 write units for writing the data of a cache line [Lee et al. 2008;
Cho and Lee 2009; Yue and Zhu 2012, 2013a, 2013b; Li et al. 2016a, 2016b]. These
almost serially executed write units cause huge long cache line service time and high
write latency as well as overall system performance degradation. Moreover, the size of
the LLC line is growing to 128 bytes or bigger in some of the latest computer systems
[Warnock et al. 2011; Kalla et al. 2010], which leads to the worse write performance.

Existing state-of-the-art PCM write schemes, such as FNW (Flip-N-Write) or two-
stage-write, aim to address the poor performance problem by improving the write
parallelism under the power constraints. The parallelism is obtained via reducing
the data amount with ingenious data encoding and leveraging both power and time
asymmetries, respectively. However, we observe the following:

—FNW is quite simple and effective but faces low power budget utilization problems.
In other words, only a small number of bits is changed and consumes power by “re-
moving the redundant bit-write” method [Zhou et al. 2009], and the power is often
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excessively supplied but underutilized. According to our experimental results of 16
PARSEC and SPEC workloads, the power budget utilization is only 27.4%/14.9%
without/with power asymmetry on average under FNW scheme and the system en-
vironment is shown in Table I.

—two-stage-write is highly efficient but suffers from performance degradation when
the asymmetries are not significant. According to our theoretical analysis shown
in Figure 3, if SET is four times (or more) slower than RESET, two-stage-write gets
significant write service-time reduction over FNW. Otherwise, the write performance
improvement is not that significant. Moreover, two-stage-write needs extra control
circuits and the modified write driver logics to support the separation of writing ones
and zeros.

Based on these key observations, we propose a novel PCM write scheme named
MaxPB (Maximize the Power Budget utilization) based on the SLC PCM for its better
write performance and intuitive power budget model [Lee et al. 2008; Yue and Zhu
2013a]. Our design goals are to maximize the power budget utilization with minimum
changes in the circuits design. MaxPB is a “think before acting” method. The main
idea of MaxPB is to rearrange all data units according to their actual power needs and
package all data units into the least number of write units under the power constraints.
MaxPB can significantly improve the write parallelism and reduce the critical number
of write units.

The main contributions of this article include the following:

—An effective PCM write algorithm called MaxPB. We observe that existing write
schemes are not aware of low power budget utilization and experimental results of
10 multithreaded and six multiprogrammed workloads show that the utilization is
only 27.4% without power asymmetry. With MaxPB, we can maximize power budget
utilization by using the least number of write units.

—A variation of MaxPB named MaxPB-asy. We observe that the power budget uti-
lization decreases to 14.9% considering the power asymmetry of SET and RESET.
By leveraging power asymmetry, MaxPB-asy can obtain more performance improve-
ment and energy consumption reduction compared with the original MaxPB scheme.

—Efficient hardware circuits design to support MaxPB and MaxPB-asy. The circuits
are slightly altered with extremely low overhead compared with FNW and two-stage-
write designs.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the back-
ground, the details of existing write schemes, and motivations of our designs. Section 3
describes the implementation of circuit designs. Section 4 presents and analyzes the
experimental results. Section 5 introduces the related work. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes our article.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1. PCM Properties and Limitations

PCM takes advantage of the properties in resistance of the storage material (such as
Ge2Sb2Te5, briefly called GST). The material shows great diversity and resistance
gap when the material shows different states, that is, crystalline state and amorphous
state. In general, amorphous-state material shows several orders of magnitude higher
resistance value than crystalline-state material. If given the same voltage level, the
current value adopted by the sense amplifier varies four or more orders of magnitude
when the material shows opposite states. The striking differences in resistance and
current status can be used for presenting binary information, that is, digital “0” and
“1.” A typical mushroom structure of a PCM cell is illustrated in Figure 1(a). A PCM
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Fig. 1. Typical mushroom PCM cell architecture and operation mechanisms.

cell typically adopts mushroom architecture including electrodes, heater, and phase
change material. Simplified read and write mechanisms and Current-Time sparkline
of PCM are illustrated in Figure 1(b). PCM has obvious asymmetries [Xia et al. 2015]:

—Asymmetries between read and write. The power needs and the service time of read
and write vary significantly. In general, read operation consumes less power with
shorter service time [Qureshi et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2008].

—Asymmetries between reset and set. The power needs and the write time of reset
and set vary significantly. In general, set operation needs higher current level but
its service time is much shorter than set operation [Qureshi et al. 2012; Sun et al.
2012].

PCM write operation consumes a great deal of current [Lee et al. 2008; Cho and Lee
2009]. However, due to the power noise and limited charge pump area, the maximum
current that can be provided for one chip is highly restricted. It is also difficult and
undesirable to address this problem by enlarging the charge pump, which is the most
area-hungry component inside a PCM chip (usually more than 20% of the chip area
[Oh et al. 2006; Palumbo and Pappalardo 2010]). As a result, the parallelism inside
one chip is constrained and only a small number of bits can be written concurrently
under the power budget. The size of write unit, that is, the size of concurrent bit-write
to the PCM array, is restricted and typical sizes of write unit are 4, 8, and 16 bits [Lee
et al. 2008; Cho and Lee 2009; Yue and Zhu 2013a, 2013b; Li et al. 2016a, 2016b].
Power budget is the key obstacle of the poor PCM write performance. When PCM is
adopted as the main memory, we get huge overall system performance degradation due
to the size gap between write unit and cache line block. PCM’s write operations can
only be finished with many serially executed write units, which results in high write
service time. The almost serially executed write units cause huge long write latency
and overall system performance degradation.

2.2. State-of-the-Art Write Schemes

The conventional write scheme is under pessimistic assumptions about the power
demand of each unit, regardless of the power and time asymmetries in PCM write.
Typically, as shown in Equation (1), it strictly writes Swriteunit bits per write unit until
finishing the write service of Stotal bits. As illustrated in Figure 2, the service is finished
at T5 under the parameters presented in Table I.

TConventional = Stotal

Swriteunit
Tset. (1)

In order to address the poor write performance problem, FNW [Cho and Lee 2009]
uses a thin read-before-write scheme, encodes the data with an extra bit to reduce the
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Fig. 2. An example for state-of-the-art PCM write schemes. Assuming 16 bits can be served at the same
time and the values in brackets are the actual bits-change of each data unit.

Fig. 3. Acceleration of FNW and two-stage-write over conventional scheme.

amount of written data, and improves the write parallelism by writing the different
bits only. In general, the concurrent serviceability is doubled and the write service time
is halved compared with the conventional write scheme, as shown in Equation (2).

TFNW = Tread + Stotal

2 × Swriteunit
Tset. (2)

In our sample, the cache line service can be finished at T4 as illustrated in Figure 2.
Two-stage-write [Yue and Zhu 2013a] accelerates PCM write parallelism by lever-

aging the asymmetries of writing “0” and “1” (time and power demand) as shown in
Figure 1(b). By adding carefully designed stage control circuits, the write is finished in
two steps, that is, “Stage 0” and “Stage 1.” Assuming the time ratio of writing “0” and
“1” is 1/K, the current ratio is L. The average service time of a cache line is concluded
in Equation (3).

Ttwo-stage-write = Stotal

K × Swriteunit
Tset + Stotal

2 × Swriteunit × L
Tset. (3)

The write service time of two-stage-write is highly relative to the current ratio and
time ratio, as illustrated in Figure 3. When the current ratio L is 2, the time ratio
K is 8, two-stage-write finishes its cache line write service at T2 (two-stage-write I in
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Figure 2). However, if the time gap between SET and RESET is not huge, the theoretical
performance of two-stage-write is close to FNW. When the time ratio is 4, the write
service is finished at T3 (two-stage-write II in Figure 2).

2.3. Observations

We give a new metric named power budget utilization to measure the efficiency of
current supply utilization. The definition of power budget utilization is given in Equa-
tion (4) and the term ActualPowerUse without/with power asymmetry is calculated
by Equations (5) and (6), respectively. In general, power budget utilization means the
rate of actual power use per write unit and the maximum power supply provided by
the charge pump. Under the same dataset, higher power budget utilization means that
more data bits are written in one write unit and higher chip-level write parallelism,
which reduces the write service time of PCM-based main memory.

PowerBudgetUtilization = PowerUse
PowerBudgetPerWriteUnit

, (4)

PowerUse = Totalbits × Power/bit, (5)

PowerUseAsy = SETbits × SETPower/bit + RESETbits × RESETPower/bit. (6)

On one hand, FNW is simple and effective but faces low power budget utilization
problems. In general, only a small number of bits is changed compared with original
data (old data) and consumes power, and the power is often excessively supplied but un-
derutilized. Low power budget utilization limits parallelism upgrade and write perfor-
mance improvement. According to our experimental results of multithreaded PARSEC
and multiprogrammed SPEC 2006 workloads illustrated in Figure 4, the power budget
utilization is only 27.4%/14.9% without/with power asymmetry on average with FNW
scheme and the system environment and benchmark details are shown in Table I and
Table II, respectively. On the other hand, two-stage-write is highly efficient but suffers
from performance degradation when the asymmetries are not significant. According
to our theoretical analysis shown in Figure 3, if SET is four times (or more) slower
than RESET, two-stage-write gets huge enhancement over FNW. Otherwise, the per-
formance improvement is not that significant. Moreover, two-stage-write needs extra
control circuits and modified write driver logics to support the separation of writing
ones and zeros.

To address these problems, we propose a novel PCM write scheme named MaxPB
based on the insight that existing PCM write schemes are unaware of their low power
budget utilization. Our design goals are to maximize the power budget utilization with
minimum changes to the circuits design. MaxPB rearranges the executed sequence of
all write units and maximizes the power budget utilization with the least number of
write units. The main idea of MaxPB is “think before acting,” that is, we rearrange all
data units according to their actual power needs and package more data in one write
unit to minimize the number of write units rather than writing down the data directly.

As shown in Figure 2, the values in brackets present the actual number of different
bits of each unit compared with the old data stored in the chip. If the number of bits
changed is more than half of the maximum size under the limitations of the power
budget, the data will be flipped like FNW. After that, the power requirement of each
data unit is no more than half of the power budget size. MaxPB then rearranges all data
units in descending order according to their actual power requirement. After all units
are rearranged, MaxPB writes data units in parallel according to the results of the
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Fig. 4. Power budget utilization of FNW scheme.

MaxPB algorithm illustrated in Algorithm 1. After the “think before acting” process,
DU6, DU1, and DU3 are chosen to execute concurrently for the number of bits needed
to be written is less than the maximum number, that is, the total power requirement
is smaller than the power limitation (8 + 6 + 2 <= 16). Similarly, all other data units
can be written concurrently under the power constraints (3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 <= 16).
The cache line write service can be finished in T1, which is shorter than FNW (T4) and
two-stage-write (T2), respectively. However, the overall overhead is higher than FNW
and two-stage-write for the flow path of all units’ rearrangement. According to our
experimental results of designing MaxPB on Xilinx FPFA, the MaxPB write algorithm
causes 25 cycles overhead on average to finish the packaging of all units. However,
compared with the thousands of PCM write cycles, the overhead is extremely low and
acceptable (within 1%). Moreover, MaxPB delivers no extra overhead on the critical
read path, which has no bad influence on critical read performance.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND OVERHEAD

3.1. Hardware Circuits Support for MaxPB

To meet the proposed design goals of MaxPB, we implement altered hardware circuits
based on an industrial PCM prototype published by Samsung [Lee et al. 2008] and FNW
write scheme [Cho and Lee 2009]. The data path of our design is shown in Figure 5.
The original prototype supports an eight-word prefetch method with a big buffer to
reduce the data transmission overhead.

To support the proposed MaxPB write scheme, we add a middle circuit design, that
is, MaxPB write logic, between the write buffer and S/A write driver compared with the
original design. It is worth noting that we do not increase the read operation overhead
and the length of the read path is the same as the original and FNW designs. Moreover,
the overall length of the write path is similar to FNW and two-stage-write designs. We
extend the write buffer size to 160 bits and the write buffer is composed of eight data
units. Actually, the data are flipped similar to the data conversion of FNW. Extra 8 flip
bits are added to index the data have been flipped or not similar to FNW. To monitor
the actual power consumption of eight data units, 24 Wup bits are used to store the
power requirements of data units, that is, the number in the brackets as shown in
Figure 2. We assume the size of the write unit is 16 and 3 Wup bits (23 equals to 8) are
used for per data unit as the maximum number of bits changed is 8 after the inversion
process. Our design does not need extra PCM array compared with FNW design as we
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Fig. 5. Data path of MaxPB.

Fig. 6. MaxPB write logic.

just need to extend the write buffer size, which can be easily implemented in the PCM
chip.

MaxPB write logic gets the data to be written together with flip bits and Wup bits,
and then decides which data units should be packaged into one write unit. The write
control logic is illustrated in Figure 6. The shared Finite State Machine (FSM) is the
key component of our MaxPB write logic design. FSM consists of data units selection
logic and write signal generation logic. In detail, FSM decides which data units should
be packaged into one write unit to get the maximum power budget utilization with
the minimum number of write units. In order to boost the accessing efficiency, all data
units, that is, DX in Figure 6, are indexed by fixed offsets. Offset 0 corresponds to data
unit 0 (D0) and D1–D7 are indexed by 17, 34, 51, 68, 85, 102, and 119 considering
the flip bits, respectively. The units packaging and choosing processes deliver extra
overhead when finishing a cache line write service.

The data units packaging algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The key idea behind
the MaxPB algorithm is to decide which data units should be executed in parallel under
power constraints to earn better power budget utilization and lower number of write
units. MaxPB is a greedy algorithm and the key working processes are as follows:

(1) Calculating the actual power requirements based on the number of bits that have
to be written, that is, the number of different bits between new and old data.

(2) Rearranging all data units in descending order according to their actual power
requirement. Since there are only a few data units (eight data units in our study),
the ordering and selection process is fast and efficient.
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ALGORITHM 1: MaxPB Algorithm
Require:

The quantity of existing data units, Qdu;
The number of bits changed of each data unit, Diffbits[Qdu];
The power consumption of each data unit, Pcons[Qdu];
The actual power use of each write unit, Pwup[Qdu];
Power budget limitation, PBlimitmax;
The power demand for writing one bit, PDbit;

Ensure:
The write order of all data units;

1: Initial Pwup[Qdu] = {0}, Writeunitnum = 0, findtag = false;
2: for each i ∈ [1, Qdu] do
3: Pcons[i] = Diffbits[Qdu] × PDbit
4: end for
5: for i = 1; i <= Qdu; i + + do
6: Find unprocessed Pcons[i] with highest value;
7: f indtag = f alse;
8: if Pcons[i] > PBlimitmax

2 then
9: f indtag = true;
10: Writeunitnum+ +;
11: Pwup[Writeunitnum]+ = Pcons[i];
12: Marking dataunit[i] is written in writeunit[Writeunitnum];

break;
13: end if
14: for j = 1; j <= Writeunitnum; j + + do
15: if Pcons[i] + Pwup[ j] < PBlimitmax then
16: f indtag = true;
17: Pwup[ j]+ = Pcons[i];
18: Marking dataunit[i] is written in writeunit j;

break;
19: end if
20: if f indtag == f alse then
21: Writeunitnum+ +;
22: Pwup[Writeunitnum]+ = Pcons[i];
23: Marking dataunit[i] is written in writeunit[Writeunitnum];
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for

(3) From the data unit with the highest power requirement to the data unit with the
least power need, trying to put a current data unit into an existing write unit and
recording the power budget residue of each existing write unit.

(4) If the remaining power supply of one write unit is enough, the data unit is marked
that it should be written into this write unit. If all write units cannot satisfy the
processing data unit, another write unit is enabled and the data unit is marked
with the new write unit.

After the preceding process, we get the total number of write units and keep in mind
which data units should be packaged in one write unit, respectively. According to the
process results, FSM selectively sends the write control signals to each data unit’s
write driver using a simple multiplexer as illustrated in Figure 6.

The write driver logic is shown in Figure 6. Like FNW and two-stage-write design,
an extra control signal, called PROG-enable, is used for individual bit control. Once
FSM sends a writing signal to a data unit DX, the write driver logic compares the data
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Fig. 7. Data path of MaxPB-asy.

Fig. 8. MaxPB-asy write logic.

DX with the data already stored in the PCM array, that is, 16 bits old DX, by leveraging
a simple XOR gate logic. A DMUX gate logic is used for deciding the stage of writing
“0” or “1,” that is, reset and set enable, respectively.

MaxPB circuit designs do not deliver any extra overhead on the critical read path,
which is the key bottleneck of the system performance. Moreover, MaxPB can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of the write units and improve the write performance with
extremely low overhead.

3.2. MaxPB with PCM Asymmetries

Based on the PCM power asymmetry, we propose a new method called MaxPB-asy to
further improve the write parallelism. The primary difference between MaxPB-asy and
MaxPB is the statistical approach of “actual power use.” There exists power asymmetry
in PCM write that RESET operation consumes much more current than SET operation.
The data path and write control logic of MaxPB-asy are illustrated in Figures 7 and
8. Compared with 24 Wup bits overhead in MaxPB, the buffer of MaxPB-asy needs 24
Wup_reset bits and 24 Wup_set bits to store the number of RESET and SET operations
of all data units. Wup calculation module is modified to count the number of RESET
and SET operations of all data units after data inversion. Only the buffer is extended
compared with the original FNW design and it is not necessary to write down all Wup
bits to PCM array. The write control logic of MaxPB-asy is virtually identical to MaxPB
design and the only difference is the algorithm inside the finite state machine.

The algorithm of MaxPB-asy is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm input is ex-
tended for some necessary information such as the number of SET and RESET bits
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ALGORITHM 2: MaxPB-asy Algorithm
Require:

The quantity of existing data units, Qdu;
The number of SET bits changed of each data unit, DiffbitsSET [Qdu];
The number of RESET bits changed of each data unit, DiffbitsRESET [Qdu];
The power consumption of each data unit, Pcons[Qdu];
The actual power use of each write unit, Pwup[Qdu];
Power budget limitation, PBlimitmax;
The power demand for SET one bit, PDSET ;
The power demand for RESET one bit, PDRESET ;

Ensure:
The write order of all data units;

1: Initial Pwup[Qdu] = {0}; Writeunitnum = 0; f indtag = f alse;
2: for each i ∈ [1, Qdu] do
3: Pcons[i] = DiffbitsRESET [Qdu] × PDRESET + Di f f bitsSET [Qdu] × PDSET
4: end for
5: The remaining content is the same as Algorithm 1.

changed of each data unit and power demand for SET and RESET one bit. MaxPB-
asy uses fine-grained power demand calculation and the power consumption of each
data unit is counted by leveraging the power asymmetry of SET and RESET. After the
fine-grained power consumption calculation, the dealing processes are the same with
MaxPB.

3.3. Overhead Discussions

As we mentioned, MaxPB and MaxPB-asy modified the conventional circuits and in-
troduce extra data inversion and rearrangement processes, which deliver extra time,
space, area, and power overhead. According to our experimental results on Xilinx FPGA
(xc7z045ffv900-1) [Xilinx 2015b], the overhead is about 25 cycles on average. However,
compared with the thousands of PCM write cycles, the overhead is extremely low
and acceptable (within 1%). Moreover, MaxPB does not deliver any extra overhead on
the critical read path, which is the key bottleneck of the system performance [Qureshi
et al. 2010a]. The implementation of FSM only modifies the write datapath without the
changes of read datapath. In other words, our designs accelerate the write operations
while remaining the short latency of read operations. The space overheads of MaxPB
and MaxPB-asy are almost the same. For each 16-bit data unit, one flip bit is needed,
and the storage is 6.25%. The other critical information, such as Wup bits in our design,
only consumes additional buffer size. In other words, MaxPB and MaxPB-asy extend
the size of write buffer only and it is easy to be implemented. Moreover, the added
write control logic is not in the list of cost-sensitive designs. The write driver, as well
as FSM, are less complicated than the complex charge pump design, which consumes
up to 20% of the chip area [Oh et al. 2006; Palumbo and Pappalardo 2010]. The area
and power overheads are low and acceptable according to our experimental results.
The FSM of MaxPB and MaxPB-asy only takes 237 LUTs (Look-Up Tables) in Xilinx
FPGA (xc7z045ffv900-1) whose available LUTs are 218,600 (less than 0.1%). Moreover,
MaxPB adds an extra data comparison logic to generate “PROG enable” signals, which
can be easily implemented with a XOR gate and a counter. Compared with the original
write driver, “SET/RESET” signal for one bit is AND-gated with the “PROG enable”
signal. According to the results of VIVADO 2015.2 tools [Xilinx 2015a], the total power
overhead of MaxPB/MaxPB-asy circuits is near to 2mW. The voltage of write is 5V in
the original PCM prototype [Lee et al. 2008], and the current level is about 25mA at
the same time, where the write current level for RESET cells is from 0.6mA to 1mA,
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Table I. Parameters of Simulation

Parameter Value

CPU Four-Core CMP, 2GHz, ALPHA-architecture processor
Memory Bus 64 bits, 800MT/s LPDDR
Memory Controller FRFCFS-WQF scheduling, 32-entry R/W queues
Memory Organization 4GB, 64 bits data width, single rank with eight banks
PCM Organization Four PCM chips, 8B write unit size
Cache Organization 64-byte line size, write back, LRU replacement
L1 Cache 32KB I-cache, 32KB D-cache, two cycles access latency
L2 Cache Eight-way, 2MB, 20 cycles access latency
L3 Cache 16-way, 32MB, 50 cycles access latency
Memory Timing Read 53ns, RESET 50ns, and SET 430ns

typically. The efficiency of current switch during the write operation is only about
20%, so we assume that one write should consume 5 × 25 = 125mW power. Compared
with the original design, the power overhead delivered by our MaxPB and MaxPB-asy
designs is relatively low.

4. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of MaxPB and MaxPB-
asy write schemes and analyze the experimental results. MaxPB and MaxPB-asy can
significantly improve the power budget utilization and reduce the number of write
units, that is, significantly improve the write performance of PCM. The experimental
results include power budget utilization, the number of write units, read latency, write
latency, CPI speedup, running time, and energy consumption.

4.1. Experimental Environment

We first introduce the experimental environment, which is shown in Table I. We use the
event-driven GEM5 simulator [Binkert et al. 2011] combined with NVmain [Poremba
and Xie 2012] module and all parameters are from the prototype published by Samsung
[Lee et al. 2008] and previous works [Cho and Lee 2009; Yue and Zhu 2013a; Li et al.
2015; Choi et al. 2012; Meza et al. 2012a; Nair et al. 2015]. Specifically, we adopt
the read and write latency parameters from an enterprise-class prototype [Lee et al.
2008] to provide the same test environment with compared state-of-the-art PCM write
schemes [Cho and Lee 2009; Yue and Zhu 2013a; Li et al. 2015]. We use 10 workloads
from the multithreaded PARSEC benchmark suite [Bienia 2011] and six workloads
from the multiprogrammed SPEC 2006 benchmark suite [Henning 2006] with different
memory Read Per Kilo Instructions (RPKI) and memory Write Per Kilo Instructions
(WPKI) rates, as shown in Table II and Table III. All of these benchmarks are collected
from different areas and we use the DCW write scheme as the baseline scheme [Yang
et al. 2007].

4.2. Power Budget Utilization

The experimental results of power budget utilization are shown in Figure 9. MaxPB
and MaxPB-asy show much higher utilization than FNW. MaxPB earns 46.9% power
budget utilization and MaxPB-asy shows more than 40.2% utilization on average. In
comparison, FNW gets only 27.4%/14.9% power budget utilization without/with power
asymmetry on average. One workload shows more than 80% utilization (facesim) when
using the MaxPB method and five workloads indicate more than 70% utilization (dedup,
ferret, freqmine, streamcluster, and vips). One workload exhibits more than 70% power
budget utilization (facesim) when using MaxPB-asy write scheme. The reason is that
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Table II. Multithreaded Benchmarks

Benchmark Introduction RPKI WPKI

bodytrack Animation physics 0.13 0.17
canneal Chip design 1.89 1.31
dedup Data deduplication 0.34 0.33
facesim Computer vision 0.86 0.71
ferret Computer server 0.22 0.15
fluidanimate Animation physics 0.13 0.11
freqmine Data mining 0.32 0.33
streamcluster Video encoding 0.03 0.02
vips Image processing 1.33 1.21
x264 Video encoding 0.18 0.20

Table III. Multiprogrammed Benchmarks

Benchmark Introduction RPKI WPKI

bwaves Four copies of bwaves 11.7 11.0
gobmk Four copies of gobmk 1.63 1.49
leslie3d Four copies of leslie3d 5.60 8.72
libquantum Four copies of libquantum 6.80 6.94
wrf Four copies of wrf 2.54 2.32
zeusmp Four copies of zeusmp 10.62 6.86

Fig. 9. Power budget utilization of compared write schemes.

our designs package more data units into one write unit and the power supply is fully
used in these benchmarks. Under the same dataset, higher power budget utilization
means more data bits are written in parallel with higher current use efficiency and
write parallelism, which reduces the write service time of PCM-based main memory.

4.3. The Number of Write Units

The number of sequentially executed write units is one of the key metrics of PCM write
latency and write performance, and less write units mean less write time consumption.
We measure the average number of write units among 16 different workloads under
the MaxPB and MaxPB-asy write schemes, as shown in Figure 10. In general, the
number of write units, that is, the number of write-executed times to finish a cache line
service, varies from 1.2 to 3.1 and is 2.0 on average under MaxPB write scheme. When
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Fig. 10. The average number of write units.

Fig. 11. Read latency.

adopting MaxPB-asy write scheme, the number of write units can be further reduced.
The average number of write units is 1.4 when using MaxPB-asy write scheme. In
comparison, the average number of write units when implementing FNW is almost 4
while two-stage-write’s average number of write units is close to 3. MaxPB and MaxPB-
asy can maximize the power budget utilization and minimize the number of write units,
hence improving the overall system performance.

4.4. Read Latency

Read is on the critical path of the whole system performance and short read latency
could deliver good system corresponding time. MaxPB and MaxPB-asy can minimize
the number of write units and hence reduce the read latency under conventional mem-
ory scheduling algorithms, such as FCFRFS-WQF in our experimental environment
[Hay et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2012a]. Figure 11 shows the read latency results of 16
benchmarks. In general, MaxPB outperforms DCW, FNW, and two-stage-write in all
benchmarks. However, the improvements of dedup, facesim, vips, and zeusmp are not
significant because the power budget utilization is already high in those benchmarks
as shown in Figure 4 and there is not much room for parallelism improvement. Overall,
MaxPB can get 67.7% read latency reduction compared with the baseline DCW on av-
erage, and shows 24.6% and 12.9% more read latency reduction on average compared
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Fig. 12. Write latency.

with the FNW and two-stage-write, respectively. Moreover, by leveraging power asym-
metry of SET and RESET, MaxPB-asy can get 32.0% and 20.3% more read latency
reduction on average compared with the FNW and two-stage-write schemes.

4.5. Write Latency

MaxPB can significantly reduce the total number of write units and the overall write
service time of a cache line can be reduced. The results of write latency of all workloads
are illustrated in Figure 12. In general, MaxPB outperforms 44.9% more write latency
reduction compared with conventional DCW on average. Moreover, MaxPB also shows
21.4% and 10.7% more write latency reduction compared with the state-of-the-art FNW
and two-stage-write, respectively. MaxPB-asy shows 26.5% and 16.1% more write la-
tency reduction on average compared with FNW and two-stage-write, respectively.
One workload (streamcluster) gets little improvement or even performance degrada-
tion. There are two reasons that lead to this result. On one hand, streamcluster is not
a memory-intensive workload; there are fewer memory read or write operations. There
are only a small number of write requests in this workload. On the other hand, read
requests are prior to write requests under the high-performance schedule algorithm.
All these reasons result in the longer write latency compared with the baseline.

4.6. Speedup

We use the CPI (Cycles Per Instruction) to perform the system performance mea-
surement. We use the DCW’s CPI as the baseline and define variable Speedup as the
following equation:

Speedup = CPIDCW

CPI
. (7)

Compared with existing well-known PCM write schemes, MaxPB and MaxPB-asy show
significant improvements in terms of CPI Speedup. As shown in Figure 13, similar to
the results of read latency and write latency, MaxPB earns very good CPI improvement
compared with state-of-the-art DCW, FNW, and two-stage-write write schemes. In
general, MaxPB exhibits almost 2.6× CPI improvement and MaxPB-asy shows 2.9×
CPI improvement compared with the baseline scheme. In comparison, FNW and two-
stage-write have 1.6× and 1.9× speedup, respectively, compared with DCW on average.
CPI improves due to the service time reduction of a cache line write. Benefiting from
the read and write latency reduction, memory-access instructions finish faster than
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Fig. 13. Speedup.

Fig. 14. Running time.

the baseline. Under the circumstances, more memory access instructions are sent and
finished, and hence we can get better CPI improvement, especially in those workloads
with heavy memory accesses (see all SPEC 2006 benchmarks used in this study).

4.7. Running Time

Workloads completion time is one of the key metrics to measure the whole system
performance. As MaxPB and MaxPB-asy can significantly reduce the number of write
units and shorten the write service time of a cache line under the power constraints,
the workload running time can be also shortened. As shown in Figure 14, the exper-
imental results show that MaxPB can get 45.5% running time reduction compared
with DCW. More importantly, MaxPB outperforms the state-of-the-art schemes FNW
and two-stage-write by 19.3% and 9.6% on average, respectively. By leveraging power
asymmetry, MaxPB-asy can further shorten the running time. MaxPB-asy outperforms
the state-of-the-art schemes FNW and two-stage-write by 24.3% and 15.6% on average,
respectively.

4.8. Energy Consumption

Energy consumption is an important issue in both current big data centers and smart
devices, such as smartphones, pads, etc.. In data centers, high-energy consumption
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Fig. 15. Energy consumption.

put servers into security risks caused by heat, and numerous refrigerating devices are
deployed to cool down the whole data center, which uses millions of watts of power
per year. In smart devices, high-energy consumption leads to the reduction of use time
and we have to charge the devices anytime anywhere, which leads to the decline of
usability. Energy consumption reduction can bring significant benefits both to the en-
vironment and the economy. Even though MaxPB and MaxPB-asy do not reduce the
amount of written data, that is, decrease the dynamic write energy consumption com-
pared with FNW, our design can significantly reduce the cache line service time, the
queueing time of each request, and hence reduce the standby power of the main mem-
ory system. As shown in Figure 15, MaxPB shows potential in energy consumption
reduction. Compared with the DCW baseline, MaxPB shows 73.7% energy consump-
tion reduction. Compared with the state-of-the-art FNW and two-stage-write schemes,
MaxPB outperforms them by 23.3% and 11.1% on average, respectively. Moreover,
MaxPB-asy outperforms the FNW and two-stage-write by 30.6% and 18.4% on average,
respectively.

4.9. Sensitivity

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our designs under different memory
configurations, we explored the design space of read latency, write latency, speedup,
and running time based on a state-of-the-art server system. In general, modern systems
contain four channels of memory, each channel containing two ranks of memory, each of
which contains eight banks of memory, with a standard LPDDR memory bus (800MT/s).

In general, our designs still show much good read latency optimization compared with
the baseline. On average, MaxPB shows 72.5% read latency reduction and MaxPB-asy
presents 77.1% read latency reduction compared with the scheme without any opti-
mizations, as shown in Figure 16. The result of the write latency is similar to that of
the read latency. As shown in Figure 17, MaxPB gains 40.4% write latency reduction
compared with the baseline. In comparison, MaxPB-asy gets 52.3% write latency de-
crease. The result of CPI improvement is shown in Figure 18. MaxPB shows 3.63× CPI
improvements, while MaxPB-asy can earn 3.95× CPI improvements compared with
the baseline. As for the running time of applications, the running time under MaxPB
scheme is 27.5% that of the baseline as shown in Figure 19. On the other side, the
running time under MaxPB-asy scheme is 25.2% that of the baseline. In short, our
designs, including MaxPB and MaxPB-asy, are proven to be scalable. In other words,
our proposed approaches are efficient and effective when memory scalability grows.
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Fig. 16. Read latency sensitivity. Fig. 17. Write latency sensitivity.

Fig. 18. IPC improvement sensitivity. Fig. 19. Running time sensitivity.

5. RELATED WORK

5.1. Read and Write Optimizations

PCM faces many challenges such as poor endurance and unsatisfactory performance.
Currently, numerous works focus on the read and write optimizations on PCM.
Hoseinzadeh et al. [2014, 2016] try to reduce the access latency of MLC PCMs by
leveraging the circumstance that the read latency of MSB (most significant bit) is al-
most the same to SLC’s. By using striped bit mapping, consecutive data blocks are
rearranged into different cell groups. The data blocks with odd address have lower
read latency (the same to the latency of SLC) compared with data blocks with even
address. As a result, the critical read latency of MLC PCM is highly optimized. Nair
et al. [2015] proposed two mechanisms, that is, early read and turbo read, to reduce
the read latency of PCM. Early read reduces the typical sensing time of target cell to
reduce the read latency. However, it causes a potential data error problem. In order to
address this problem, the authors implement a simple error correction method with
the help of Berger Codes. Turbo read reduces the read latency by taking advantage of
higher sensing voltage. Xia et al. [2014] proposed a write method named DWC (Dy-
namic Write Consolidation) based on the observation that only a small fraction of data
are modified in a cache line. On one hand, DWC ignores the burst writes with unmodi-
fied data bits. On the other hand, DWC consolidates multiple burst write into one bus
operation to reduce the write service time. Luo et al. [2015] migrated the DWC to MLC
PCM considering the write asymmetries between different states. Qureshi et al. [2012]
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proposed PreSET method to address the slow write problem of PCM by leveraging the
asymmetries between RESET and SET operations. In general, RESET is much faster
than SET. The key idea of the design is to send a PreSET request to the memory line
if data is dirty in the last-level cache. The function of PreSET request is to SET all
cells and thus the write latency decreases to TRESET when written to this memory
line next time. Zhang et al. [2015] proposed a TriState-SET on MLC PCM. Similar to
PreSET, TriState-SET utilizes the asymmetries between different MLC states. There
are also some works aimed at read and write boosted based on FPC (Frequent Data
Compression) & B�I coding [Palangappa and Mohanram 2016] and WoM (write once
memory) coding [Zhang et al. 2013; Li and Mohanram 2014].

5.2. Parallelism Improvement

A lot of work tries to fix the slow write problem by improving the write parallelism.
In general, these papers mainly focus on some critical factors related to the memory
requests scheduling, such as the hierarchical architecture of memory, address mapping
schemes, workload’s access patterns and locality as well as the cache locality. Zhao et al.
[2014] proposed a novel memory scheduler design for the persistent memory. In order
to maintain the data persistence, a lot of methods are adopted to ensure the ordering of
write requests. Persistent applications exhibit special access characteristics and intro-
duce a number of read or write requests to contiguous memory regions, which results in
low bank-level parallelism and low system throughout. The authors proposed FIRM to
overcome this problem. The key ideas of FIRM are to distribute the president requests
to many individual banks and reschedule the read and write requests to minimize the
overhead caused by the write drain. Yue and Zhu [2013b] take advantage of subarray
level parallelism to hide the long write latency caused by the existence of write units
based on the insights that read can be executed with write if there are no subarray
conflicts since the power need of read is much less than write’s. Stuecheli et al. [2010]
proposed Virtual Write Queue to address the bottleneck of memory bus utilization,
especially in multicore architecture. By exploring the LLC and memory codesigned
architecture, the memory characteristics are visible to the cache-level policies. In other
words, the cache policies are memory-centric rather than memory-ignored. Lee et al.
[2010b] provided a simple but effective LLC write back policy to relieve the perfor-
mance degradation caused by write-caused interference. Write-caused interference is
a phenomenon that (1) long write latency causes significant delays of more critical read
requests and it also takes time for memory bus to do the read and write switching. By
exploiting DRAM row buffer locality, more write requests hit in the row buffer and the
service time is hence reduced. Yoon et al. [2015] presented a method to boost the perfor-
mance of multilevel cell phase-change memories. By exploiting the asymmetries of MSB
(Most Significant Bit) and LSB (Least Significant Bit) in MLC PCM, the memory is
decoupled and divided into a FR (Fast Read) region and a FW (Fast Write) region. More-
over, a prediction technique is also proposed to map read-intensive pages to the FR re-
gion and write-intensive pages to the FW region. Zhou et al. [2016] proposed an effective
requests scheduler based on the multipartition PCM architecture. The key idea of this
design is to take advantage of the partition-level parallelism with some certain restric-
tions to improve the overall system performance and reduce application running time.
Qureshi et al. [2010a] proposed write cancellation and write pausing methods to reduce
the interference in read operation. MLC PCM uses multiple iterative operations and
it provides an opportunity to pause and restart write operations within a physical cell.
In short, write requests are paused if a read request arrives within the same memory
bank, and the read request will be served first. After that, the paused write is restarted
again. Qureshi et al. [2010b] proposed a morphable memory system based on the con-
vertible property of MLC PCM that MLC cells can be treated as SLC cells with storing
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fewer bits per cell. Observing that the memory capacity is often in excess of the require-
ment, more cells can be set to SLC-mode to get better memory performance. When the
application is memory-hungry, it can be stored in MLC cells to get full memory capacity.

5.3. Related to Power Budget Utilization

There are many schemes focusing on the write performance improvement of PCM
especially based on the power budget model. FNW [Cho and Lee 2009] is designed for
write performance improvement on PCM. FNW uses a lightweight read-before-write
scheme to reduce the amount of written data. FNW first reads the data to be written
and encodes the data with an extra bit if the number of different bits is more than
half compared with the original data. Under the same power limitation, two times
the amount of data can be written in parallel, that is, the size of the write unit is
doubled. Two-stage-write [Yue and Zhu 2013a] splits the PCM write process by taking
into account the PCM write properties. The write is formed by two independent stages:
stage “0” and stage “1.” In stage “0,” all zero bits in every unit are processed very
quickly for RESET is much faster than SET. In stage “1,” all ones are served with
improved parallelism since the current need of SET a cell is only half of RESET a cell.
To further enhance the parallelism of stage “1,” new data are inverted if the number
of “1” bits is more than half of bits to be served. Thus, the number of units that served
in parallelism at stage “1” is doubled again under the same power constraint. There is
no extra read operation overhead compared with the FNW scheme. Power-token-based
method [Hay et al. 2011] improves the write concurrency by leveraging fine-grained
power tokens management. Under the power limitations of one chip or a set of PCM
chips, memory controllers can send more write commands to PCM by leveraging the
bank-level parallelism, and the overall latency can be significantly reduced. To monitor
the actual power consumption of each write back operation, the LLC is modified to
record the count of different bits compared with data stored in PCM. FPB [Jiang
et al. 2012a] tries to migrate the power-token-based write scheme to MLC PCM. By
combining with the special program-and-verify iterations, the write parallelism can
be significantly improved and FPB can improve the overall throughput of MLC PCM.
Bit-Mapping [Du et al. 2013b] tries to make the data distribution among cell groups
in a balanced way in order to get almost identical service time among different cell
groups. Three-stage-write [Li et al. 2015] tries to combine FNW with two-stage-write
to get further parallelism improvement as well as write latency reduction.

Comparisons of existing PCM write schemes are concluded in Table IV. In general,
DCW, Flip-N-Write, two-stage-write, three-stage-write, power-token-based, MaxPB,
and MaxPB-asy methods are designed for SLC PCM devices. FPB is designed for
MLC PCM and the bit-mapping method can be used for SLC and MLC PCM. Power-
token-based, FPB, and bit-mapping methods are designed at the memory controller
level; they focus on write concurrency to pursue more write commands or requests be
executed in parallel. However, other methods, like FNW, two-stage-write, MaxPB, and
MaxPB-asy, are focusing on how to finish the chip-level write parallelism and how to
write data from the on-chip buffer to PCM physical array quickly.

Unlike the state-of-the-art chip-level PCM write schemes, such as FNW, two-stage-
write, and three-stage-write, MaxPB aims at different design goals. The differences are
observed in Table IV. The key idea of FNW is to utilize the dissimilarity between stored
and to-be-written data. If more than half of the total bits have to be written, the new
data will be flipped with an extra bit to index it. FNW can double the write unit size
and improve the write parallelism. Two-stage-write focuses on both the time and power
asymmetry of writing zero and one to accelerate write. MaxPB exploits insights that
the number of bits changed in each data unit is little and the power is often excessively
supplied. MaxPB tries to write more data in one write unit to maximize the power
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budget utilization and hence reduces the total number of write units, which is the key
performance bottleneck of PCM write.

5.4. Optimizations in Other NVMs

There are also some related works that provide ways to handle read or write problems
in other NVMs such as STT-RAM and RRAM. Some issues can be migrated to PCM.
Kültürsay et al. [2013] explored the designs of pure STT-RAM-based main memory.
Experimental results show that it gets near performance and much lower energy con-
sumption with DRAM-based memory with the help of some optimization technologies
(partial write and row buffer write bypass). Smullen et al. [2011] presented a novel
STT-RAM cache design to address the problems of high dynamic energy and long write
time. By lowering the write current, the dynamic write energy is reduced. To address
the potential problem raised by retention time reduction, a DRAM-like refresh method
is proposed. Yoon et al. [2012] presented a novel hybrid memory design by leveraging
both row buffer locality and data access patterns. Based on the observations that the
access latency in PCM is as fast as DRAM if row buffer hits and is much slower if row
buffer misses, the authors presented a row buffer locality-aware caching policy. It puts
data most likely to have row buffer hits in PCM to reduce the performance degradation
and improve energy efficiency. Meza et al. [2012b] explored the opportunities and chal-
lenges in adopting a row buffer in the NVMs architectural designs. With the increasing
amount of data and improved parallel architecture, the data accesses locality becomes
weaker and the energy consumption is increased due to the large row buffer area. The
authors evaluate that a small row buffer in emerging NVM can achieve better energy
efficiency without significant performance degradation. Zhang et al. [2016] proposed a
novel requests scheduler based on the observation that the crossbar array of RRAM
can be divided into many virtual regions with different access latency. By remapping
memory requests into “fast” regions, the access performance of RRAM array can be sig-
nificantly improved. Maddah et al. [2015] presented a data inversion method named
CAFO for energy and endurance-asymmetric memories such as STT-RAM and PCM.
By exploring the least cost of data inversion model, CAFO selectively selects the flip
method of “lowest” energy or latency cost.

6. CONCLUSION

PCM is one of the most promising technologies for some outstanding characteristics
(e.g., better technology scalability and low idle power consumption). However, it still
suffers from a low write performance problem because the size of concurrent bit-writes
are limited, which is caused by the high power requirement of write and results in
many sequentially executed write units. In this article, we propose a novel PCM scheme
named MaxPB, which tries to accelerate write by maximizing the power budget utiliza-
tion with the least number of write units. MaxPB explores and exploits the key insights
that existing state-of-the-art write schemes, such as FNW and two-stage-write, are un-
aware of low power budget utilization and still need many continuously executed write
units to finish a cache line write back, which results in high write latency and overall
system performance degradation. The main idea of MaxPB is to rearrange all original
data units according to their actual power needs and write more data in one write unit.
MaxPB can significantly reduce the number of write units in a cache line write ser-
vice, which is the key bottleneck of the poor write performance of PCM. Experimental
results of 16 PARSEC and SPEC workloads show that MaxPB gets 32.0% and 20.3%
more read latency reduction, 26.5% and 16.1% more write latency reduction, 24.3%
and 15.6% more running time decrease, 1.32× and 0.92× speedup, as well as 30.6%
and 18.4% more energy consumption reduction on average compared with the state-
of-the-art FNW and two-stage-write write schemes, respectively. Our future work is to
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migrate MaxPB to the MLC PCM, which has quite different read and write properties
compared with SLC PCM.
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